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Reflections: An ESOP
Fable, Profit-Sharing

Students To Enter
In Jan. Law Class

by Prof. Ro!.ert S. Taft
Most persons are familiar with Aesop's Fahles. On the other l1and,
not many tax practitioners know the value of the fabled ESOP. ESOP
stands fo1· Employees Stock Ownership Plan. The purpose of such a
plan is to give employees a stake in the company through stock owne1·ship. ESOPs resemble profit-sha1-ing plans in that deductions are
limited to 15% of payroll; distributions may t,e paid otl1er than at
retixement or other termination of employment; allocation oi contributions is made acco1·ding to compensation of participants; fo1·feitures are reallocated to participants; and contributions may be at
the discretion of the employer. The co)ltributions of the employer
can, but do not have to be related to profits. Benefits are distributed
in the form of company stock.
With the introdu~tion of "The first instance, a qualified stock
Qualified Benefit Plan" into the bonus plan offers more fle..xibilInternal Revenue Code, this type ity than either the pension or
of employee plan took on a new profit-sharing plans. This is true
and additional meaning. Employ- both as to contributions and inees and employers became eligi- vestment of funds. Unlike both
ble for taY-favored treatment the pension and profit-sharing
under the aegis of the qualified
Prof. Robert Taft
(Continued on Page 3)
plan.
Regulation 1.401-l(b) (1) (iii)
of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 provides a definition as follows: "A stock bonus plan is a
plan established and maintained
by an employer to provide benefits similar to those of a profitsharing plan, except tbat the conby Paul S. Forster
to deal with crime, such ns retributions by the employer are
strictions
on civil liberties, reProgress in improving the
not necessarily dependent upon
criminal justice system and in duction in the age at which juveprofits and the bene.iits are disprotecting society can be achiev- niles could be charged with
tributable in stock of the employed without the adoption of crimes, and the restoration of
er company, For the purpose of
schemes that would reduce every- capital punishment to rid society
allocating and clish'ibuting the
one's civil liberties, the Honor- of violent criminals and to save
stock of the employer which is
the $70 per day cost of imprisonable Benjamin .Altman, told a
to be shai:ed among his employment.
Dean's Hour lecture audience.
ees or their beneficiaries, such a
Instead he proposed a, streamAltman, Chairman of the City
plan is subject to the same relining
of criminal Jaws and the
quirements as a profit-sharil1g Criminal Justice Coordinating
Couneil, spoke in the Moot Court criminal justice system as a
plan."
Thus ,ve see that Congress Room as part of the Municipal means of improving protection
specifically related the employee Law Clinic lecture series, organ- for society.
stock ownership plan to the em- ized by Dean Bearn and ProfesEchoing a theme raised in a
ployee profit-sharing plan. Nev- sor Seitel.
prior lecture by Legal Aid Exertheless, it was the pension plan
A former .Judge of the New ecutive Director A1·chibald .:\-forand the profit-sharing plan that York City Civil Court, Altman ray, Altman suggested that the
received most if noi all of the began bis remarks with an out- so-called "victimless" crinles be
,attention of tax planners in the line of the organization of the eliminated. He said that enforcelast thirty years. In fact, after
CJCC, the function of which is ment of LJ.ese laws takes up 50%
the 1954 Code was enacted, many to allocate federal funds to vari- of criminal justice system man
Revenue Rulings were issued to ous segments of the New York hours and draws 35% of total
clarify points with 1·espect to City criminal justice program.
cou1·t costs.
pension and profit-sharing plans.
Altman criticized what he
Re praised the effects of swift
The fi1·st reference to an em•
ployee stock ownei·ship plan did termed "conservative" proposals justice and di!icussed the new
not appear in the Revenue Rulings until late in 1956 when ReYenue Rule 56-656, relating to a
profit-sharing plan, stated in its
last sentence that "it is also held
that the above principles are
equally applicable to employees
pension or stock bonus plan."
In an economy which has seen
a substantially declining stock
market, and reduced company
_profits, profit-sharing plans have
been in declining favor. Sirmlarly, with the advent of ERISA,
and its stringent 1·equirements,
pension plans have become apparently less attractive. Accordingly, all paths now lead to
the Employees Stock Ownership
PJan.
This type of plan offe1s a
wealth of benefits for both employers and employees. In the
Prof. Xelson Seitel speaks on City crisis (f:ee page 6.)

by Robe1-t Gaulin
The Spring Semester at New- York Law School will take on new
meaning this coming January. Traditionally it has marked the final
term for seniors, the half-way point for second year students, and
the end of first semester blues for the novice class. Next Januai:y's
term will now connote the beginning of a premiere class at the law
school.
Approximat~ly seventy-five stu- spoke about the installment of a
dents from various colleges in new class with optimism. "We
the nation will commence their are very likely to attract some
law studtes in the three year full- very good students wishing to
time program. With graduation get on \\ith their education as
set for January, 1979 the class soon as possible." This view was
may even obtain the option of expressed in connection with the
completing their studies one se- undel'lying notion that education
mester soonel', The degree re- for many "simply takes too
quirements will be the same as long." Apparently many college
for those presently in attendance, students are finishing their ).'ebut acceleration may be _permit- quirements in less than four
yPars. But they are not able to
ted for the first tinle.
obtain admi:;ision to law school
Associate Dean Margaret Bearn
until the September terms. So in
many cases, unless the January
program of John Marshall or
Stetson Law Schools are appeal~
ing to them, the waiting period
can be as long as nine months.

Crim-Justice Can Be Improved Without
Reducing Liberties, A ltman Tells Group

Altman said that another beneficial result of the ECAP proc-

On a recent trip to colleges in Massachusetts, DPan
Bearn found a real interest in
the spring admissions policy
among students at some of the
more "prestigious" schools. Hopefully mid-year enrollment will
attract those students and others
who demonstrate the desire and
qualifications, to come to NYLS
without delaying their educa•
lions. The criteria for admission
will remain at the present level
and "possibly higher" acc(lrding
to U1e Associate Dean. This will
rnable the school to admit only
the most qualified applicants.
The administration feels an obligation to meet the need created

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 3)

EC.AP program tEady Case
Assessment P-rocedu1·e) undel'
which new cases are screened so
that indictments reflect accurately the underlying set of facts.
Part of the reason, Altman
said, that plea bargaining has
gotten such a bad 1•eputation is
that charges often must be reduced by the prosecutor or the
court not because anyone is soft
on c1·ime, but because the 01·iginal charge was not represen,atiYe of the crime committed.

Moot Court Mal{es Semi-Finals
by Brnce Ginsberg

This fall the NYLS Moot Cou.rt Team displayed its proficiency in
appellate argument. Jeffrey Kapelman and Andrew Mead, with Pat1·ick Mulhearn on the brief, outpointed the teams from Rutgers (Camden) and Seton Hall on the first day's arguments held at the Bar
Association of the City of New York. Alth:iup:h the team lost the
semi-final round against NYU, Presiding Justice Kupferman (from
the ,appellate Division) indicated both on and off the bench that
NYLS had the edge in the oral argument but lost because of :t-.'YU's
high brief score.
The Moot Court Fall Competi- determine who will represent the
tion this year has had a fine
school in va1·ious intercholastic
turnout. Competitors are entJ.u- moot coul-t competitions.
siastic, and board meml,e1•s bave
The :\loot Court Board e.xpects
noted the high quality of advoto field teams this Spring for
cacy among the participants. Sixthe .Mugel Tax Competition in
teen teams argued a criminal
Buffalo and for a local competiappeal involving issues of ention sponsored by Fordham.
trapment, due process, and
whether the Travel Act confers
The hub of interest 2nd sefederal jurisdiction when bribery mester will be the Annual
schemers use the telephone. The Spring Competition, from which
fall competition furnishes stu- 3 individuals will be selected to
dents with an opportunity to de- compete in the prestigious Navelop or,.! advocacy skills. An in- tional Competition sponsored by
dividual't performa11ce score '"ill the Association of the Bar of the
form the basis for possible se- City of New York.
lection to the Moot Court &nd to
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NYLS-CCNY 6-Year Program

DISCUSSION WORKS

Off To A Promising Start
by Anita Miller
The cooperative program in
Urban Legal Studies, jointly
taught and administered by the
facultias of City College and
New York Law School, began its
first year of operation this semester. The program is designed
to meet a growing need for attorneys ,vho are both highly
qualified and personally committed to deal with the problems of
urban communities which are uot
now provided with adequate legal services. Students who are
-admitted to the Urban Legal
Studi~s Program will enroll in
an int~grated si.x year curriculum, composed of three years at
City College, and three years at
New York Law School.
The program at City College
consists of a general education
cote curriculum of honors level
courses, designed to foster the
sense of breadth and humanistic
concerns traditionally characteristic of the libel'al arts and sciences. They will also be enrolled
in electives and specialized
courses designed to define and
illuminate the problems of the
urban community.
In addition to the general curriculum, first year students in the
program will begin thefr professional training immediately with
courses designed to serve as an
introduction to the legal proc~ss,
legal analysis, and the use of legal materials. At City, the students will also take courses in
Criminal and Constiutional L aw
which are comparable to those
taught in law school, and which
in some cases will be taught by
New York Law School professors. 'l'hese courses will not be
repeated du1ing the three years
the student i;pends at .New York
Law School.
Upon completion of three
years at City. students who meet
the admissio1;s requirements at
New York Law School will be
elegible for immediate admission
into the first year class. Applicants from the Program ,viii be
evaluated in terms of their overall academic records, with particular reference to the law
courses in the curriculum, thei:r
scores on the LSAT's, and their
continuing commitments to the
goals of the program.
The courses taken at New York
Law School dm-ing the students'
first year will qualify them for
graduation from City College
with a BA clegree in Urban Legal Studies. In addition to the
usual la"\V school curriculum program, students will be required
to takP 10 additional credits in
law-related liberal arts electives

Dean Beam, Chair person.

"Approximatel y
one•third of the group
are women , and
one-third are

Spanish-speaking."
,.
chosen from graduate and advanced undergraduate offerings
at City Col!.ege. They will also
be expect~d to take a clinical
_course dealing with the problems
of urban communities, as well as
to undertake a summer internship devoted to tbe problems of
urban law.
Tbis semester, 45 students
were admitted to the program in
a sex-blind, ethnic-blind admissions process. Student applicants
to the program were evaluated
on the one hand on the basis of
interviews concerning their urban commitment, aml on the
other hand, on the basis of then
previous academic accomplish•
ment, maturity, and recommendations from urban agencies with
which they had previously worked.
The mean high school average
of the group is 88. Approximately one-third of the group are
women, and one-third are Spanish-speaking. A number of the
students have entered the program from comn1unity colleges,
rather than directly from high
school, and at least one student
attended thP J ohn Jay College of
Criminal Justice before enrolling
in Urban League Studies.
This semester, a City College
Graduate Center faculty member,
Professor Saul Touster, is teaching the Irist la\v-related course
in the program. The course is
concerned with the legal issues
which arose in lhe abolition of
1:lavery, racial seg1:egation, and
the inequality of educational opportunity. Professor Touster, a
lawyer, forme1·ly taught at the
University of Buffalo Law
School, and taught a course entitled "Law, Psychology, and the
Helping Sy1:tems" at the Graduate Center of City College last
spring.
The students in the program
are broken into three smaller
groups for discussion and writing which are conducted by the
City College faculty. Next semester, Professor James Simon
of New York Law School will
teach a course :related to legal
analysis and writing and will
thus be the first New York Law
School faculty member to meet
the students in an academic setting.
Early reports from the City
College faculty indicate that the
students enrolled in the program
have become avid participant s in
class iliscussion in all of their law
and government related courses.
As a tight-knit, verbal g1:oup,
they have already ar.sumed a
leadership role among members
of the City College freshman
class. If this trend continues,
these students should have a substantial impact upon New York
Law School when they enter in
1979, and should greatly contribute to the Law School becoming
the f'il'St truly urban law school
in the United States.
Professor Edward Schneier,
Acting Director of the Depart-

_ _ _ _ _ _ by Stephen J. LoPresti

ment of Political Science at City
College is directing the p1·ogram
at City. Assistant Dean Margaret Bearn, Associate Dean Marshall Lippman, and Professor Joseph Koffler, Cyril Means, and
Stephan Ne-wman are New York
Law SchooPs representativeR on
the ExecutivE: Committee of the
Program.

BAR EXAJ\IS AREN'T LIKE
LAW SCHOOL EXA,,I S
Knowing how to write ans wers the way Bar Es.aminers want to see them written can make the crucial
difference. Why not get the
feel of 16 Bar Exam questions now, before the June
pr essure.
Hundreds of s tudents from
New York Law School have
been eonvinced that what
they learned at THE KASS
PROBLEM ANALYSIS
CLINICS was essential to
their s uccess in the Bar
E xam.
Why not ATTE~'D THE
FIRST CLINIC - ABSOLUTELY F REE - on Febr uary 1st, 1976 and see. for
yourself.
Six successive Sundays,
s tarting Feb. 1st, 1-4 P .:H.,
in the l\tcAlpin Hotel, B'way
and 34th Str eet, N .Y.C. Fee $75.
Seniors can attend our Feb.,
l 976 series before and our
Jnne, 1976 ser ies, upon graduation, upon poyment of only 011e fee.
A TOTAL OF 32 DIFFERENT, VERY DIFFI CULT
ESSAYS WILL BE COVE RED I N BOTH SERIES.
F or f urther information,
contact agent Menachem J.
Kastner or KASS PROBLE .'l .ANALYSIS CLINICS,
27 William Street, N.Y.C.
(WH 3-2690)

Until now, this column has been one of criticism. But in this issue,
I'd like to report an exciting, fulfilling, and rewarding experience,
I and a number of students ,vho recently brought a problem to members of the faculty were given rare respect and recognition. The faculty members offered their time, initiative, and patience to listen to
our problem, accept our proposals and take notice of our power as
a student force.
The question was whether Professional Responsibility should be
a graded course or be given on a Pass/Fail basis. The Student Bar
Association believes that a person should not be given a letter or
numerical mark in a course that would reflect the student's knowledge of legal ethic:;. Sending ouL a transcript to a fin:n or to a federal or state agency with .anything less than an A or a ninety in the
subject might be disastrous. In a course like Professional Responsibility, in which the1·e is a wide area of topics to be discussed, and
where there may be a wide range of allS\vers, a grade· might also be
impossible to ascertain. Grading might also be a hindrance to indi•
vidual thinking, since a student might accept certain ideas or posi•
tions in order to get a higher mark in the course.
After the students' views were expressed, the professor who will
be teaclrlng the course (Professor Stuart Goldberg) gave his ideas.
He felt that if the course was a Pass/ Fail subject, students, as they
have done in the past would regard it as an unimportant subject.
In terms of making exams, the professor made the point that an acceptable exam paper would be graded as P and recorded; however,
an exam that was marginal would be under constant review and subject to being graded as an F . The faculty and students present gave
impressive presentations of other Yiews.
The point of this column is to emphasize that when people are
willing to sit down and discuss their ideas, a great deal can be accomplished. Professor Goldberg and the other faculty members present spoke to the students on a professional level. They were receptive,
articulate, and informative. They treated the members of the Student
Ba1· like peers rather than mere students.
I wish to stress that if a greater effor t were made to communicate
with the students, such as ,vas done by Professor Goldberg, a great
deal could be accomvlished. If the rest of the staff put in the effort
to do so, the relationship between students and faculty would be
greatly enhanced.
~
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PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

The Official Bookstore of NYLS
• CASEBOOKS
• LAW CASSETTES
• TEXTBOOKS
• RESTATEMENTS
• DICTIONARIES
• REVIEW BOOKS
• AND All OTHER SCHOOL NEEDS

UNIQUELY DESIGNED SCHOOL RINGS
HUNGRY?

TRY GIL'S EXPANDED HOT AND
COLD MENU.

ALUMNI: 'COME ON OVER'
SPECIAL NOTE: THE STUDENT BAR ASSOCIATION OF
HYLS RECEIVES A PERCENTAGE OF GIL'S BUSINESS.

COME IN, SIT DOWN, RELAX
IN THE BASEMENT OF 47 WORTH STREET
M, J & KCOMP.ANY - 57 Worth Street

4 ¢ J $3
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The ESOP Idea
(Continued from Page 1)
plans, which severely limit plan
fund investment in employerconnected assets, the very basis
of the stock bonus plan is im·estment in employer stock. It provides the most direct incentive to
employees as they are given a
participation in the equity of the
employer. It also provides a
market for company stock.
Should the employer be strapped for cash. it can contribute
stock to the plan. The value of
the stock is deductible, -which
should free tax dollars for the
employer for purposes other
than employee fringes. It is im
portant to note that the employ-

er's contribution does not have
to be in stock; the employer can
contribute cash with which stock
is purchased from different
sources.
On the other side of the coin,
l11ere are special ben•efits relating to employee payouts. When
the employer receives a lumpsum distribution of stock following his termination of employment, he is t-axed onlv on the
value of stock equal t~ the employer's original contributions even if the stock is worth much
more. Furthermore, the amount
he is taxed upon is taxed on the
same favorable basis as lumpsum distributions from other
qualified plans. The unrealized
app1·eciation is not t&.xed until
sale of the stock. If stock is then
held by the employee for at least
six (6) months gains upon sale
are taxed at long-term capital
gain 1·ates.
The value of the ESOP can be
demonstrated as follows: There
i;; a closely-held company in need
of financing. Its employees are
discontented because of the previous situation of the Company.
To resolve both problems, the
Company would establish an
ESOP for the benefit of its employees. The ESOP Trustees
would apply to a financial institution for a loan, to be guaranteed by the employer. Then the
ESOP Trustees would pu1·chase
from the employe1· stock of the
employer (possibly created just
for that purpose) and these
shares of stock would form the
trust res for the benefit of employees.
Thereafter, the employer would
make its contributions to the
stock ownership plan every year
in cash, said contributions being
fully deductible, and the Trustees
of the plan would use the contributions to repay the bank under
its loan agreement, including interest payments and amortization
of the loan itself. In this manner, the employer is able to complete a financing arrangement
and obtain a deduction for paying off the loans thereunder. The
employees benefit by having a
stock interest in the employer
and everyuody is happy.
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poration from the shareholders
themselves. This would be a capital gains transaction for the
shareholders. This could be accomplished in one year or over
a period of years.
It may be noted that ESOPs
can include life insurance benefits if incidental to the primary
purpose of the plan.
This year, Congress "iced the
cake'' by offering a 1% in'\'estment credit to corporate taxpayers which contribute an amount
equal to 1% of the qualified investment to an employee stock
ownership plan. This is found in
Sec. 30l(d) of the Tax Reduction
Act of 1975.
In order to take ad,·antage of
the investment credit under the
Tax Reduction Act of 1975,
shares must be allocated to employees who participated at some
time during the plan year even
if they were participants on the
last day of the plan year; contributions to the ESOP may not
be integrated with social security benefits; only the first $100,000 of compensation may be
taken into account; immediate
fully vesting is :required; participants must be entitled to vote
the shares allocated to the respective accounts; and only common stocks or securities convertible to common stock may be
contributed.
Because of these restrictions,
it may be worthwhile to consider
establishing a separate one-time
ESOl' for this additional investment credit benefit.

It becomes ob\ious that the
employees stock ownership plan
is not only an excellent employee benefit program, bu.t may
also sen·e the purpose of a financing deYice for a corporation,
an estate planner's tool and a
bail-out de,·ice in a closely-held
corporation. The constant factor
is that wheatever the program,
it must be found to be primarily
for the benefit of employees.

SBA Meets; New Members of
S-F-A Committee Approved
by Robert S. Fraser
Without an agenda, the SBA
convened in the Moot Court
Room at 10:30 A.lI. on Saturday, November 1st, for its second meeting of the year. (Before
the calling to order, a new "controlling" power faction of firstyear day and evening students
had caucused and decided to support a single candidate for the
Student-Faculty-Alumni Committee.) Through a haze of smoke
and thP smell of freshly brewed
coffee, the President opened by
appointing the Parliamentarian,
Secretary P1·0 Tempo1·e.
From a precedural mixture of
committee reports, old business,
new business, points of order,
motions, points of information,
tabled motions, and edicts the
following issues were raised and
lowered:
• "Professional
Responsibility" is now a pass-fail course.
• Certain members of the faculty and certain organizations
which do not have office space
were urged to join in an effort
to acquire loci.
• The bicycle rack is still in
the planning stages.
After general discussion on
the lack of funding for student
organizations, l\I., J. & K. Company's contributions to the S13A
received lengthy consideration.
The Finance Committee will investigate.
• Suggestions for ne\Y courses
and seminars may be s.ubmitted
to the SBA Curriculum Committee.
• A letter will be sent to the
faculty requ€'sting that members
post office hours on their doors.

to the faculty asking that grades
be posted promptly.
• Two more faculty-related issues were aired: How might the
performance of untenured faculty be measured ? and What are
the criteria for receiving tenure
at NYLS. (See Dean's column
pg. 8)
• Assistant Dean Lippman is
preparing a two-rear schedule.
The main business of the day
started about 1:00 P.M. when
those in attendance recessed into caucuses to discuss the eleven
candidates who presented their
credentials for the Student-Faculty-Alumni Committee. The new
power bloc of first-year students
sa,\• their candidate, Steye Cohen, confirmed. Second-year rep1·esentatives lobbied for Loren
Rothstein, and she received the
nece$sary votes. Larry Silverman, a third-year evening student, emerged as the third student member of the Committee.
The voting left most representatives fatigued, and after a few
motions were bounced around
the floor, the meeting was adjourned at 2:40.
The November 16th meeting
of the SBA will be reported in
the ne,._i; issue of EQUITAS.

by students completing college
1·equirements at a time other
Oian the end of the spring semester. There will be no quota
set on the number of students to
be accepted for the new class due
to tl1e fact that publicity has
only recently begun concerning
th~ policy. 1\. rather small group
is anricipated as a result, b:ut
they will qualify in every respect
to the increasingly stJ.-ingent admissions standards.
Several questions are raised by
the new policy. Initially the reasons for the move seem to be
strictly financial in nature. "Not
so," says Dean Bearn, who denies thnt money was even a con•
sideration. The revenue generated by the elass will mostly be
absorbed by the increased costs
to the school, leaving little for
development.
The increased strain on the fa•
cilities poses a potential problem
in light of a recently pub1ished
article in the New York Law
Journal. The article was a sur•
vey of American Law Schools
ranking them in large part on
their libraries, facilities, and
ability to meet the needs of the
student population. Unfortunate•
ly, NYLS did not fare very well
in comparison with other New
York City Schools. According to
the Dean, however, the facilities
are adequate for the additional
(Continued on Page 7)

CAMERA DISCOUNT CENTER. INC.
BAN'KA.MERICARD & MASTER CHARGE-. _·
No extra charge for credit cards.
'·

89A WORTH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10013
Between Broadway & -Church Street, 5 .blocks from City Hall
MONDA-y-;THROUGH FRIDAY 8:30 .A.M. TO 5:30 P.M.;
_SUNDAY 10 A.ill. to 3 P.M. CLOSED SATURDAY
Big Dis.:ounts - Fast Service - Trade-ins ~ Developing· & Printing

CALL

212-226-1014

• Another letter will be sent
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Prices!
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KODACHROM•E KM-36 & KR36
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j
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Vivitar. .
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Flash
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·

POCKET K I T ~
POINT AND SHOOT WITH
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·
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MOST VIVITAll LENSES AVAILABLE AT SPECIAL PRICES

EVENING STUDENTS - Stop in for a bite before class.
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An alternative situation would

arise where in a closely-held corporation, the shareholders are
anxious to realize cash from the
corporation in other than dividend form. They cannot unreasonably increase theh· compensation or the corporation will have
a dividend treatment attributed
to the portion of compensation
deemed unreasonable by Internal
ReYenue. There is no market for
the corporation's stock. Thus,
the shareholders look to the crea-tion of an ESOP whereunder, the
corporation will contribute cash
to the ESOP and receive a deduction therefor, and the ESOP
wiU purchase stock in the cor-

January Class
(Continued from Page 1)
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Equitas Editorials
Look Who's Talkin'
\\·e are discouraged by the uninformed
debate being fostered by our national leaders ove1· the fiscal problems of New York
City.
It is said by these national leaders that
New York CiLy officials have conducted
city fiscal affairs in an irresponsible manner. If irresponsibility is to be measured,
a;; these leaders claim, in terms of expenditure of funds in excess of revenues, then
the figures show that these very national
leaders are far more reckless than the city
officials they castigate.
The estimated New York City deficit of
$200 million for fiscal 1976 in a citY of 8
million amounts to e'~cess spending ~f $25
pet· person in the current fiscal year. The
expected federal deficit in fiscal 1976 of
$60 billion for 300 million persons, represents about $300 per person, 12 times
greater.
As our mayor often has pointe9 out, only the Treasury's prhiting presses keep fiscal disaster from the White House door.
Even if we were to admit for the sake
of argument that city officials have not
conducted fiscal matters in the most efficient marl'ner, history ttills us that this
does not preclude federal loan guarantees.
In the case of Lockheed and Penn Central,
fede1 al guarantees r nd direct aid are beincr
C'
given to protect job~ and the national economy, despite clear evidence of irresponsibility and in,competcnce at the highest levels of management.
The time has come for an end to the political posturing which has itself become
vart of the problem.
New York City must be given time to
teorg,mize. We must h:we access to credit
markets Lo smooth out the cash flow peaks
anrl valleys.
Rationality must prevail. We are the economic heart of a greater metropolitan area
·)f 25 million Amerkaus. Ii we go, so does
the region. Any action Lh<tt might be taken
should be put in its proper context. The action would be to save the country, not the
cit.I'.

If an~' mistake has b~cn made in New

York City by the people and their leaders
it is in trying to fulfill their common vision
that New York City is the greatest city in
the world.

On Consultation
As most people who read the Dean's
Column in the last issue of E quitas found
out, tuition will once again increase next
year. While such a hike may or may not
not be justified, the method in which it
was made certainly was not. Students were
not consulted before the increase was made,
and they have not been consulted since.

Indeed, even if students had been allowed
to participate in the tuition decision-making. they would have been at a distinct disadvantage, for access by students to critical information about the school's finances
has been all but clen.iP.d by the administration and trustees. Students do not know
how large the budget is, how il is broadly
broken down into variows departments, or
how much tuition revenue is collected each
semester. Obviously, lhey could not very
well pass on the merits of a tLtition increase
without suc-h. elemental knowledge.
This school is ostern,ibJy run for the benefit of the students. It seems only reasonable, therefore, that students - who are
called on to finance the operation of the
school - should have some general idea of
how their money is being spent. This means
the students should be allowed more access
to basic information, and should be consulted when such critical issues as tuition ilflcreases are to be decided. Telling the students ''after the fact·• effectively eliminates
student input.
New York Law School has made remarkable progress in a wide rnnge of areas. Student input is sought on many concerns,
most notably through the student-faculty
committees set up a year ago. However,
these committees have proved themselves
inadequate when important decisions, such
as to i:ncrease tuition, are being decided.
None of the committees has ready access
to budget information ot j urisrliction over
these critical financial matter.

Fiction .... or Fact?
Once upon a time there was a desk with
a friendly receptionist sittimg at it. Then

Jo and behold a small wall appeared and
in this small wall was a door with a tiny
buzzer lhat opened it. But the wall wasn't
too had because the doo1· was usually open,
and you could still see and talk to the
friendly 1·eceptionist.
The receptionist and her desk were between the many people and the offices of
the deans and their assistants, and if any
of these many people wanted to talk to the
deans 01· their assistants they had to ask
the receptionist.
But one day when some of these many
people wanted to speak with a dean, they
were told to fill out a form. As they were
filling out the form they looked away from
ihe friendly 1·eceptionist for a minute, and
when they looked up a huge wall appeared
and in this wall was a big thick door and

this door too had a buzzer. The wall and
door stood between the friendly receptionist and the deans and theiJ: assistants and
at first many people w~re afraid for the
deans and their assistants because they
thought that they wern being made prisoners.
But it wasn't too long before the many
people found out that the friem.dly receptionist, the desk, the little wall with the
door with the tinr buzzer (which no longer
stayed open), the f01ms to be filled out,
and the huge wall with the big dool' with
the loud buzzer were :tll lhere just to keep
the many people OUT.
This made the many people very sad, because they had mauy 4uestions to ask the
deans and their assistants and it took sooo
long for them to get tlu·ough the mystical
barriers that had sudrlenly appeared
and no one lived happily ever after.
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From 'Small' Town

To The 'Big Apple'
by Trudi York Gardner
When Williams 0. Douglas was advised, "Go East Young Man," he
took off from the State of Washington for New York City aud a
climb to Great Heights. When Alan J. Gardner, my husband, was
advised, "Go East, young man," by Ma Bell in April, he took off
from the State of Oregon for New York City and a climb to Wash◄
ington Heights. (All similarities between persons living or dead are
entil·ely coincidental.)
When I arrived two months later in June, I asked myself, "Can a.
smalltown gfrl from Portland, Oregon find happiness as a newly-en◄
rolled tr·ansfer student in New York Law School?"
I didn't have long to find out.
1\-Iy two summer school professors were Koffler and Lippman, for
Constitutional Law and Corporations, respectively. Koffler taught
me to read a case in depths I had neve1· known befo1·e, and also to
slink down in my chair to depths I had never known before, in fear
of being called on. (At law school in Oregon, there was very little
involuntary student recitation.) Lippman taught me how to relax
and learn at the same time, which was fo1'tunate since the Co1·porations cases' fact patterns were Kafkaesque. (At that time, however,
Corporations class assignments still allowed you time for a few Gilligan's Island re-runs.)
By the time I passed both courses successfully, I thought my initiation into NYLS was aver.
Not quite.
1\Jy fall schedule includes Pi-ofessor Hochberg. Try as I \\ ill to
understand him and his Eastern "accent," as we ,vould say out west,
my ear is not in tune. I've learned to distinguish his, "Whaddya,
CRAZY OR SOMETHI~G?? ?" from his '·\VAKE UP! THIS CLASS
IS ASLEEP!'' I ca1mot, however, make out his clarifications on gift
inter vfros, trusts, bona fide pUl·chaser, etc. I tried lip-reading, but
was afraid he'd accuse me of a lip-fixation. I know it's the differences in accents, that explains my lack of comprehension, since my
classmates can understand him. They tell me I have the accent, but
I don't believe it.
"You'1·e from Aw-regahn ?" people ask incredulously. ·'What's it
like out there?" "Do you still liave cowboys and Indians?" "Are
there any Jews out there?" "Is that that beautiful state?"
The answer to the above question are: G1·eat. Yes, Yes, Yes.
A NEW YORKER'S GOLDEN BOOK OF OREGON:
1. First, it's pronounced OR' - RE - GUN (accent on the OR).

2. There are plenty of cowboys and Indians the:re. The cowboys are
either (a) ranching in Eastern Oregon; (b) brawling in two-fisted
towns in Southern Oregon, or (c) appearing as extras in the latest
Hollywood on-location films. The Indians in the northern part of the
State belong to the Confederated Tribes and li,e around the Warm
Springs Indian Reservation in Central Oregon. They a1·e famous for
operating a beautiful desert-like resort and com'enti.on cente1· called
Kah-nee-tah. Their brother tribes in southern Oregon, known collectively as the Klamath Indians, recently were in the national news
as a result of receh-ing reparation payments from the Federal Government for reservation land. The Klamaths had received similar
payments in the past, but were deceived, tricked, bamboozled and
stung by the wl1ite eyes with the forked tongues, and left floating
in poverty and alcohol. Supposedly, the latest Government payments
come accompanied by bankers and concerned financial wizards who
are advising the Indians on wise investments.(?)
3. The Jewish Communit:v of Portland numbers at least 10,000;
figures unknown for the rest of the State. There are synagogues irr
Portland, Salem (the capitol) and Eugene (second-largest city),
Amazingly, in ru1·al, conserYative, shoot-em-up, spa1·sely-populated
southern Oregon, Jews have begun to organize the semblance of a
synagogue.
In Portland, the Jewish Community Center is a new and ultramodern anangement where the Portland Trailblazers basketball team
works out. The city has four major synagogues, (representing Orthodox, Conservative Reform and Sephardic) and numerous smaller
synagogues. The Mayor is Jewish. The largest department stores
were oliginally owned by Jews. Jews are very influential in all phases
of business, la\v, politics, education, art, science and most social units,
but they are still restricted from a couple of country clubs and the
(Continued on Page 6)
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Students' Group
Aids Consumers

Letters to Editor
To The Editor:
As a recent graduate of NYLS
I have been very pleased to 1·eceive copies of Equitas and other
communicat;on from the school.
However, one article in the
last issue (October 31, 1975) was
extremely distressing. As 1 1·ead
the opening paragxaph of The
Changes at NYLS I desperately
hoped that the edition was another in-house "April Fools" issue or at least the publication of
a riYal institutio11.
"Decades of ridicule and
scorn.'' During the post World
advertisement

I

War II decades, dozens of Kew
York judges came from the
ranks of XYLS alumni. Governmer.t officials - elected and appointed proudly proclaimed
their attendance at NYLS. Public f)l'Osecutors and defenders actively recruited our graduates as
staff attorneys. No institution
that was the subject of ridicule
and sco1·n could have achieved
such success in placing its graduates.
Certainly no one contends that
conditions at the school in the
50's, 60's, or even currently are

paid perso11al opinion

advertisement

if you visit

I ME!lilCO
on your next l"a~ation
you will support

ANT1-SEMITISM*
and

!

I
t

,.4NTI-AMERICANISM**

* [n the rnte on Xovember JO, 1975, on the l.Jnited Nations
resolution declaring Zionism to be racism, Mexico voted in
fa,01· of the resolution.
•,c, During the recent Pan-American Games, held in Mexico City
American athletes were continually mistreated and al>used by
the Mexican people.
STUART CHARLES GOLDBERG
Professo1· of Law
New Yock Law School
,

I

Zionism Is Topic
OfDec. I lecture

re- 1

I

ideal. 1\fajor steps have been
taken to eliminate any deficiencies and even Mr. Sanocki has
noted that the improvements
have been outstanding. Constructive criticism is one thing. Useless self-deprecation is another
matter entirely and is particularly inappropriate when contained
within a widely circulated publication that 1·epresents to many
p;:·ople their only contact with
our school.
The deprecating 1·emarks aimed at the library are especially
unwarranted. The improvements
made by Professor Simak, Mr.
Molinari, Mr. Kanocz, and
riu-. Dramer are deserving of
much praise. Until the spectacular gro,,·lh of the library two years ago, such a
guide did exist. Since then, every single ,olume in the library
has been relocated at least once
and it was impossible to keep it
accurate. Now that the situation
has stabilized, a new directory
has been compiled. It is without
a doubt the most complete and
accurate library directory I have
e-Yer seen and it will make the
locating of any book simple.
Ron Goldfarb
Class of 197a

REPUBLICATION: If you would like to contribute to the
publication of this message in the Sunday Travel Section of the
Kew York Tim~s (or other suitable publication), please send
whateve1· you wish to the above, and indicate if vou would like
your name to appear in such republication.

f~##########################-#########-###################_J

The Jewish Law Students
Union will be sponsoring a lecture on December 1 (Monday) at
4 :30 p.m. The topic wi]] be "The
U .N. Resolution on Zionism A Legal Aanalysis." The speaker will be :Nlr. Robbie Sabel of
the Israeli Foreign Ministry Office of the Legal Advisor.

FINEST GREEK
FOOD IN TOWN
Finest ffines & Beer

*

OPEN 10 A.M .• 11 P.M.
7 Days A Week

(Now Open Sundays)

*

Same Prices for Lunch & Dinner

OUR SPECIALTIES

* Souvlaki
* Shish Kebab

* Spinach Cheese Pies

.,.

by Jeffrey A braL1dt
The Consumer Cente1· of Lower Manhattan, staffed entirely by
New York Law School graduates, advised by Professor Newman,
will again be aiding the beleaguered consumer as of November 1st.
The Center is a complaint intervention service whereby law form the community of the servstudents research legal rights, ice. The ru:ea has a population
make referrals to appropriate of Yiddish, Spanish and Chinese
agencies and provide needed in- speaking residents. The comtervention on behalf of the conplaint service is open to all resisumer in dealing with the ad- dents of the community and
verse party.
through the help of the United
Jewish Council Yiddish inte.rp1·eLast year the Center ad,•ertis
ed citywide and accepted com- ters will be available.
plaints by phone. To implement
At present, due to a lack of
s new format, the Center, in funds, no telephone complaints
keeping with Dean Shapiro's will be taken at New York Law
goals of urban orientation and School. A proposal for funding
and community ties, will offer a
the telephone service is being
uniqlle approach in consumer submitted to the administration.
service.
If approved, complaints will be
The Consumer Centei· of Lower taken at the Center's office at
Manhattan is not connected with 47 Woi-th Street for several
Prof. N:e,.,man's federally funded hours each day.
Consumer Law Training Cente-r.
Last year's experience has
The Center will operate only shown th.at a majority of the
in the Lower East Side neighbor- problems can be handled by stuhood, where many residents a1·e dents or the agencies where connon-English speaking. elderly, sumers are steered. Where legal
infi1·med and unreached by con- action is required however, a
ventional services. 'fhe Center "pro bono" attorneys program
will operate out of Walk-in sat- will arrange for clients to reellite centers, staffed with inter- ceive legal Tepresentation without cost.
preters.
The first satellite office openConcentration on individual
ed November 13th at an office communities will enable statisof the United Jewish Council of tical records to be kept on probthe Lower East Side located at lems endemic to the area. From
235 East Broadway. New York
this data, community strategies
Law School students are there and proposals for consumer legTuesdays and Thursdays irom islation will be developed by stu11:00 am to 5 p.m. taking comdents to combat i-eoccurring conplaints in person and by tele- sumer problems.
phone. The Director of the CounIt was the experiencl' of staffcil office, Rabbi Joseph Lar:ger, ers from the first year of operhas initiated a massive bilingual eration that working \\ith conpublic relations campaign to in- sumer problems is both educa-

_____________ .,
Student
Discount

Co••pon

Delphi Restaurant
10% off
any mea1
over $1.00*
Except Noon - 2 :30 P.M.
expires 12/31/75

* lfommos & Felafel
* Cheese Pie
* All Greek Pastries
* Shrimp Kebob

JLSU:
New Group
The Jewish Law Students
Union (JLSU was recently establisl1ed at ~YLS, according to
a JLSU spokesperson, "to protect Jewish interests and promote
Jewish causes that involve the
legal field." JLSU also plans to
put stuJenis in touch with Jewish legal c,rganizations on the
outside.
The JLSU is a recognized student orgar,i;;,.ation, given accredi~
tation by thE: SBA last December, 1974. Dues are $1 a year.
The JLSU office is on the third
floor of 47 Worth Street.

* Pasticho
* Moussaka

Tel: 227-6322
109 WEST BROADWAY

Comer Reade Street

tional and rewarding. It offers
for man~ law students the first
opportunity to actually use their
legal training while performing
a wo1thwhile and rewarding
function. New staffers are welcome and training sessions in
client intei-viewing techniques
and the use of the resource library are currently being offered. Students speaking Spanish
or Chinese are particularly needed. Any person desiring to become a ·'consume1·ist," should
leave his/her name and telephone
number in the Consumer Center's office on the 3rd floor of
57th Worth Street.

* Good for one person

·-------------·

JLSU plans to have a speaker
series, (see announcement this
page), and is scheduling a campaign for the Israel Emergency
Fund next term. Volunteers for
the campaign are urged to contact Gary Weil or Miriam Sfarti.

Seitel Puts
N. Y. Crisis
Into Focus
:Nov. 5 - XYLS' own Prof.
Nelson Seitcl educated a standing room only group of students
and faculty in his speech about
New York City's impending default today.
His addre3.; kicked off with a
shol't lti~tory of the beginning of
..our town,·• highlighting some of
:Nr>\\" York's more undistinguish~
ed occurrences, The bulk of his
tim.-. was sp<·nl discus.;ing those
events which have led New YOl'k
lo the brink of fiscal disorder.
SPitel believes its roots go back
to the cu!tut"al and industrial
revoluti.m tJ1at occurred in lhe
Big Apple during World War II.
lie made it very clear that he
favored orderly bankruptcy under a cit)· sponsored plan, over
any of the federally proposed
bond guarantee or bankruptcy
alternative$.
·
Scitel was part of an ad hoc
committee set up by Paul O'Dwyer, City Council President.
The committee was formed to
draw up a proposal, to l.>e introduced to Congress thai. would
helJ> New Yot"k o,•ercome the
prohlems created by default. Seitel originally drafted the bill
that was introduced ill the House
h~· Congressman Badillo, also a
mPml,e1· of the ad hoc committee.
&>it,,l, long an expert on New
Yoi-k hw and politics, wa,; verv
franl, \\hen be said that defauit
·will ph1i:e cc>rtuiu banks and busi. nesses in hig trouble. However, he w~ .. sui-e that such a
situation would l,e much bette1
than allowing the [ecJ,..ral gov«1n1ment to step in and having
i,omu0 n•' like William E. Simon
'•di~·t.,t~·• Lo ~ew York City its
J(>g1:;latn·e policy.
He , nipha~zed two more points
ai, to why he felt federal inte1nmUon \\'Ouid hurt New York.
l•'irst, most legislation is geared
towards helping tl1e fedctal gove~ r ment as it attempts to provide federally taxable bonds. Second, if sucl1 bonds are taxable
no vne wiU buy them.
Seitel alleged that. perhaps essential serYices shoud be the first
J)l iority - although he did state
that there was some trouble in
d,..fining the word essential. He
whol•'h"ai-trdly disagreed with
Controller Uarrison Goldin's position that the bond holders
shoulo comr- fir:;t.
Ile said: "If New York was
hit n.v a hydrogen bomb, and
Goldin was tl1e only one left.. he
would l;it on top of lhe rubble
writing checks for tli.e bond holders."
- Jim Tricarico

Altman ..
(Continued from Page 1)
css is to reduce the inconvenience
to the victims of serious crimes,
hr better organizing the flow of
ca,,es in court. ·
Rrhabilit.alion of youthful offencfors is a prime concern of
hi:: agency, he said. One approach being taken is to deal
,vith the offendei-'s em·ironment
a:; well a:· th•• offender individuall:1· ~o LIMt upon relea:;e the prisom r do!'::l not return Lo lbe same
i>tJ< ial srtting which aheady had
tesulted in <·riminal activity, Altman explained.
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' ... e"\-· eryoue knows everyone else's
!
family hist·o1.·y and business ...'

PDP Dance
SetforDec13

(Continued from Page 4)
Arllngton Club (U1e local Tammany Hall of Portland politics). In reta.'.iation, there is a counti·y club called Tualatin which was formerly
all-Jewish, but now numbers its membership, as does the Jewish
Community Center, a1< at least 1/3 Je\\;sb.
Growing up female and Jewish in Portland is growing up in a
small-town Jewish community em·ironment (even though Portland's
population is -100,000, and metropolitan area would raise that figure to over a million), where everyone knows every else's family
history and business, and the local scandal is known with frightening speed. Growing up female and Jewish i.s seeing most of yo1.11·
friends and acquaintances moYe to big cities like L.A. and San Francisco (or e,·cn Seattle!) as soon as the~• become 18. Gro'.,Ving up female and Jewish in Portland is staying in the city, marrying the local
boy (sic) who probably works for his father or, less often, has his own
J)rofession. It is instantly having t\\'O to three children, joining a Jewish social organization for women and/or playing cards constantly.
If one gi·o,•:s up female and Jewish in Portland, and is determined
to find a career for herself in that city, the options ai-e very limited.
The same is true for non-Jewish young women. There are few liberal
a1t.sy jobs, few women m careers. and \"ery little acceptance by intolerable housewfres or resentful businessmen. Je,,•ish businessmen
can be just as bigoted.
If you're educated elsewhere, you CAN go home again, but if rou're
a woman, that's probably just wbei:e you will go.
4. The State is beautiful. The most beautiful scenerv in films todav
is probably Oregon scenery, but the amount of movi~-making hasn;t
turned the Stat~ into any Hollywood put-on. As you've probably heard
(in case Charles Kurault beat me to it), the air is clean, breathable
and delicious. By reputation, Oregon is a rainy state, but the rain
is rarely of downpour variety. Spring and fall scenery is exquisitr,
and temperatures are most comfortable during those seasons. Leash
(Continued on Page 8)

The semi-annual Phi Delta Phi
dinner-dance ";u be held Saturday, December 13th at the Netherland Club of New York, 10
Rockefeller Plaza. The induction
of 14 new members into Dwight
Inn will precede the dinnerdance.
Ticket prices have been set as
follows : Dw'ight Inn members,
$15.00 per person; non-members,
faculty, and alumni, $17.50 per
person. Tickets may be purchased directly from any Inn mem1.>er, or by mail using the convenient 'Ticket Order Coupon' on
this page.
Drinks will be free dU1·ing the
complimentary cocktail hour begining at 8 P.M. Du1·ing the dinner following, and throughout

79 CHAMBERS

(Behr. Bway &
Church St.)
732. 4418

the evening, drinks will be avail•
able for a small charge. Music
will be provided throughout the
evening by the 'Charlotte Russe.'
The PDP dinner-dance pro•
vides a rare opportunity for the
entire NYLS community to come
together in a purely social at•
mosphere. "A good time is had
by all, as any who have ever attended will attest. Those who
come once invariably come back
again," said PDP spokesman Steven Breitman.
To help offset an anticipated
deficit for the Fall dinner-dance,
Dwight Inn is conducting a "6040 Raffle.'' Raffle tickets are 50
cents each or three for one dollar. First prize will be 25% of
the net proceeds, and second
prize will be 15% of the net proceeds. The two winning raffles
will be drawn at the dinnerdance. (winners need not be present). Raffle tickets may be pur•
chased from any Inn member.

FAST COPY
& PRINl'fNG

SERVICES INC.

181 B'WAY
(Betw. John &
Maiden Lane)
962-6342

Offset Printing
$2.75 1st 100 -

75¢ each additional 100

XEROX COPIES - Sc each

In Staten Island

8½ x 11 OR 81/i x 14
APPEAL PnI~~G
30 Volumes Pl"inted and Bound
Collatinl?, Stapling
with Heavy Co~·er
Up to 25 Pages ___ ~2.25/Pg.
Hole Punching, Folding
26 to 75 Pages ____ ~I.95/Pg.
Quantiy Discounts Available
76 Pa1tes & up __ Sl.6:i/Pg.
Copy l\lust be Rudy fot· Camera

NOW RENTING

NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR RUSH SERVICE

To NYLS Students - Faculty - Alumni

10% Discount with this ad

Luxurious Apartments
Convenient

Safe

Moderately Priced

83 WORTH ST.
(Between Church and Broadway
½ Block from NYLS

lrJORTH STREET

STCJDIOS

SPECIALTY OF HOUSE:

HERO SANDWICHES
AT REASONABLE PRICES

IBEDBOOM

2 BEDB001ll

FOOD SERVED 7 A.1'1.. 6 P.M.
BAR OPEN TILL 8 P .M.

moviee-, 1·estaurants, Post Office. etc.)

&

W02-0834

three blocks from Staten Island's
(Courts, hanks, city offices, 1ibrary,

'

CATERING FOR ALL OCCASIONS

located 5 minutes from the ferry
business district

..

·--~------------~-~---------: Pill DELTA PHI DINNER-DANCE ORDER FORM
I
I
I

For information cllll:

I

(212) 698-1830 or (212) 442-5548

I
I

\0 BROKER'S FEE

I
I
I
I

I

I

•

Saturday, Dec. 13, 1975 at the Xetherland Club of Kew York
10 Rockefeller Plaza; Time: 7 P.i\L to 1 A.:\I.
Price: Members $15.00.
All Others: $17.50
Names: _____________ _
Send checks to:

Addt·ess: ____________

Phi Delta Phi
57 Worth Street
New York. K.Y. 10013

No. of tickets ordered. ___ _
Total of enclosed check: __ _ _

:\lake checks payable to: Phi Delta Phi Dwight Inn
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New Prof. Finds Teaching
Basic Courses A Must
by Vic Pino
With the expansion of the fulltime faculty in the last three
years an:i the continuing effo1'1:s
of Dean Shapiro, NYLS has and
will continue to reduce significantly the professor-to-student
ratio, One of the newest additions to the expanded faculty is
Professor Douglas D. Scherer,
who is teaching Sales and Contracts.
Professor Scherer brings to
NYLS a diversity of experience
ranging from technical chemistry work and commercial banking to a commitment to public
service in the area of civil rights.
P rofessor Scherer, a native of
Ohio, graduated with a degree
in chemistry from Case Western
Reserve University in Cleveland,
Ohio. After working as a chemist and technical sales representative for the Rohm & Haas
Chemical Company in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, for three
years, Professor Scherer enrolled as a night student at Suffolk
University Law School in Boston where he became technical
editor of the law review. During his studies at Suffolk, Professor Scherer was active in various phases of business, including a position with the Commonwealth Bank and Trust Company
as head of the trust department.
Upon graduation from Suffolk
in 1969, Professor Scherer be-

Prof, Do!lghls D. Scherer
came associated with the Boston
Jaw firm of Nessen & Csaplar.
He left the firm to devote more
time to his primary interest, civ•
il rights. Although he has been
involved in commercial aspects
of the legal filed, he says that
he prefers his involvement in
ch,·il rights work, specifically
bhlcks' civ:il rights.
As is evident from the muchpublicized busing conflict in Bosto1,, thel'e is a great amount of
wol'k to be done to remedy the
problems of discrimination in the
public i:chools of Boston. Prof.
Scherer began working to this
end in 1965 when lie first arrived in Boston to study law. In

the yea1·s 1968-1974 Professor
Scherer served as a member of
the executive board and as legislative chairman of the Boston
branch of the N.A.A.C.P. Most
of his efforts were dil·ected towards drafting and lobbying for
civil rights and related reform
legislation, including bills to
eliminate racial imbalance in the
public schools and to alter the
method of electing the Boston
school
committee.
Professor
Scherer explained that, at the
time, appropriate legislation by
the '.Massachusetts Legislature
might have pre-empted the need
for the federal suit that has been
the subject of so much controversy in Boston.
In 1972, Professor Scherer was
appointed to the post of commissioner on the :Massachusetts
Commission Against Discrimination. The Commission was composed of four commissioners who
enforced the Massachusetts discrimination law and performed
various inter-governmental functions concerning equal opportunity. The staff that assisted the
commissioners in this monumental task consisted of approximately one hundred persons, including fifteen attorneys and forty investigators.
Professor Scherer views his
present teaching assignment of
Sales and Contracts philosophically. He feels that to develop
as an educator one must know
and be able to teach such basic
courses as Contracts, Property,
and Torts.

'
'

'
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(Continued from Page 2)
students coming in each January.
Citing Professor Simak's continuing p1·ocess of acquiring quality volumes for the library, the
Dean does not see any problem
in this area. In addition, Equitas
has just learned that the lforary
will undergo drastic changes
next month including carpeting
and increased study areas.
Another criterion in the survey was the student-faculty ratio. While the school did not do
very well in that regard either,
Dean Beam noted tliat the faculty will continue to expand as
in the past three years. It should
be noted that merely keeping
pace wit!\ our present ratio is
not a sufficient goal, however, if
NYLS is to rise in stature in the
academic communities.
Noted earlier, John Marshall
and Stetson presently admit students in January. They are
among a very small group to
have two entering classes. This
raises the perplexing issue of
whether or not .NYLS is pursuing its aim of becoming a major
urban law school. Depending on
your outlook, you might see the
policy as a demeaning attempt
to swell our classrooms (taking
full advantage of the law school
"crunch") or as a novel approach
to attracting students who might
otherwise enroll in other schools
come September. Whatever you:r

'
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Oliner Sees NYLS'
Drive Bolstering Future
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by Robert Schwarz
"Growth, potential, and drive"
at NYLS attracted Prof. Mark
Oliner away from his teaching
position at New York University
Law School to take a similar
post here.
An honors graduate of NYU
Law School, Oliner teaches tax
Jaw and is currently working on
developing a sequence of tax
courses that would •aJlow students to take the basic tax
courses before moving on to the
advanced ones.
He is extremely optimistic
about the future of NYLS. He
believes it is becoming one of
the best law schools in the city.
But he also believes it will take
three to five years before the
school's reputation will catch up
"·ith its present level of performance.
Oliner, who admits admiration
for Dean E. Donald Shapiro is
one of the things that brought

MAGOO'S

C·AFE

Cozy Atm osphere • Fine Wines
Delicious Foods• R easonable Prices. Good Jlibes

226-9919
21 6th AVENUE
(Off Walker Street) 4 Blocks from NYLS

OPEN: MON. - FRI. NOON • 3 A.M.
SAT. & SUN. 5 P.M. • 3 A.M.

.

Prof. .l\Iark Oliner
him here, said, "It is easier to
get things done here. There is
more room for creativity and innovation. This sehool is not
plagued by tradition, thereby allowing more flexibility and making it less confined.
"Teaching here is enjoyable.
The students are more aggressive
in a pleasant kind of way," he
added.
Oliner's outside activities include involvement with the Practicing Law Institute (PLI),
where he chairs programs and
teaches practicing attorneys w.bo
take refresher courses in his
area of expertise. It is through
PLI that he met Shapiro.
He is also a member of the
State Bar Association's Committee on Legal Education and Committee of the Federal Courts. As
a member of the Legal Education Committee, he feels stl'ongly that, "The course on legal
ethics (now a required subject)
is critical. It touches on many
areas of the law, which in the
past unfortunately has been
neglected."
The professor, not listed in
the cunent bulletin, practiced
law with a midtown firm for
tbree years before- turning to
teaching, which he finds "re-

opinion, it is undeniably a move
which makes us the first NYC
school to implement such a p1'ogram,

Author Finds
Simple Legal
Prose Vital
by Jim Connors
Sl!HPLIFY LEGAL WRITING
by Elliott L. Biskind. The
author is a legal journalist and

an adjunct prnfessor at N.Y.L,S.
'fhe 1>rice of this book is $8,95
and it is published by Arco Publishing Co. Inc. New York1 New
York.
The book is written in the
methodical fashion of a writing
workshop and is filled with practical advice on how to bette:r
one's writing to achieve utmost
clarity and utility.
In several sections of the book
the author exhibits samples of
writing style in cases, statutes
and contracts which are poor either for reasons of ambiguity or
ove1·precision. The la1v student
sees numerous examples of such
writing in every coU1·se. This
book becomes a valuable tool
when the author demonstrates
how a phrase or clause should
have been written so as to ·,:emove the deficiency and make
for a well communicated thought.
"rhis two step process is essential because one must know
where l1is mistakes are before
one can correct them.
Biskind deals with the more
mundane essentials of good writing in his section on "Avoiding
Common Errors." While such
rules of gramma1· seem basic the
reader realizes as he or she proceeds, that these common errors
are elements detracting from t he
prec1SJon and lucidity which
should be the goal of every lawyer. As the autho1· puts it:
"Since we communicate with
words, an awai·eness of the
meaning and shades of meanill&
of words (coupled) with the
ability to put words together in
coherent, easy flowing sentences
without monotonous repetition
will attract attention." Having
attracted the court's attention
the lawyer has set the gi'oundwo1·k so that his clients view
might be accepted or at least
been stated with unmistakable
clarity.
It appears that the author has
much to say in his book and its
value is not one that lends itself only to the student of law
but also to the practicing attorney whose style of writing may
as the years go by lose clarity
and direction.
warding." He does not have a
practice now, hut is looking for
research assistants for certain
projects, while continuing work
on a book and two articles related to tax Jaw.
"I enjoy (the tax) area, with
its required exactitude, involvement, and challenges. All ru:eas
of the law deal with tax law in
some way. It is impossible to do
many things without a knowledge of tax law," he said, citing
preparation of wills and contracts as examples.
The professor, who gratefully
acknowledges that his wife helped him through law school, has
two children, one of whom plans
to go into law, while the other
is leaning toward a career in
m edicine.
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EQVI TA.S Fe<tture, Part II

EQUITAS: Why has ?-.'YLS decided to accept an entering class for
the Spring semester?
Dean Shapiro: In the past few years we have been approached by
many fine stud1mts who want to enter law school in February. It
sen-es no useful purpose to make them defer their admission into
law school until the following Septembei·. Thus in order to be of
greater service to students, we thought we should initiate this policy.
EQUlTAS: How will this class's courses be distributed? That is,
will this c1ass be a part of the present first year class or of the class
entering next fall?
Dean Shapiro: That depends upon how they structure their schedule over the next three years. If tbey take additional courses in summer school, they then, probably, would become a part of the present first year class. If they do not take the additional courses they
would then be a part of the following year's entering class. We don't
plan for any formal graduation ceremonies in February.
EQUITAS: Approximately ho,v many students will be admitted
in this class?
Dean Shapiro: Approximately 60, but again this depends upon the
amount of highly qualified applicants we receive. We will not admit
anyone who does not meet our usual standards of quality.
EQUITAS: What are the reasons for the tuition increases for the
76-77 school year?
Dean Shapiro: Increased library expenditures; increased faculty
salaries; additional faculty and increased costs in all areas of operation. I have been told that tuition at the new Yeshiva Law School
will be $3,500 per year.
EQUITAS: With whom does this decision lie?
Dean Shapit-o: The Board of Trustees.
. EQUITAS: At the present time NYLS has an outsta~g tenured
faculty, in keeping with this standard of excellence, how is tenure
decided for the new faculty members?
Dean Shapiro: The entire tenured faculty serve on the Rank and
Tenure Committee, which is chaired by Professor John Dugan. These
professors then decide whom to recommend for tenure. This recommendation is then sent to the Dean and I then make a recommendation to the Board of Trustees, who make the final determination. The
action has to initiate from the Rank and Tenure Committee. 1n other
words, there are three levels of approval, but only the Rank and Tenure Committee can initiate this procedure.
- with Jim Tricarico

Oregon v. New York
Decision Is Pending
(Continued from Page 6)
laws, at least in Portland, are not strictly enforced, but you can walk
down the street without looking at your feet.
By ~:w ork standards the cities are virtually empt.y of people,
the wrutmg Imes non-existent, except at favorite restaurants or Trailblazer basketball games.
Crime does i>~'Cist, but there are few "bad" neighborhoods. Even
when crimes are committed, such as purse snatchings and holdups,
you rarely hear about accompanying brutality to the victim.
From Portland, you're an hour and a half from the Pacific Ocean
and about the :::ame amount of time irom Mt. Hood and Timberlin~
Lodge, the ski-buff's paradise. The coast bears no resemblance to
Jones Beach: the beaches are unspoiled, rustic, litter-free, sparsely
populated with tourists and on the cool side. Unless you have a wetsuit, scuba or surfing is O"GT. Central Oregon (my favorite) is high
desert, with pines, junipers and cacti. Eastern Oregon, basically low
desert, is broken by a few lakes and high mountain ranges.
There are three law schools in Oregon: Lewis and Clark (in Portland), Willamette (in Salem) and University of Oregon (Eugene).
The three are heavily competitive in terms of entrance standards and
who-gets-best-Bai--passage-rate, and the statistics are always changing. Lately, Lewis and Clark, newest of the day schools (it was formerly a night school which graduated most of Portland's judges and
lawyers), has shot up in the ratings. This year, L&C earned highest
Bar passage ratings.
Oregon's Bar Exam is a tough one, reputedly harder than Washington State's. The Bar Association itself is v~ry active and proud
of its continuing Legal Education programs. The Bar has a penchant
for holding its annual Bar conventions in such favorite Oregon places
as - Vancouver, B.C., Canada!!
The STATE is an innovator; From the .folks who gave you Pennoyer v. Xeff, there's also the Ausb:alian secret ballot (first effected
?ere), the recall and referendum (manifestations of Oregon's populist background), the bottle bill outlawing non-returnables, the aerosol bill outlawing spray cans (soon to be effected), and, the state
beaver, which the New York Assembly recently stole to make the
New York State animal.
Oregonians are very possessive of their State. They'll welcome you
as a visitor with open arms, but if you announce your interest in
.staying on, you'll receive a cool "Oh?" That's "Oh?" as in Oh! - RE GUN.
(next: adapting to New York)'
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Changes At NYLS;
More Are Planned
by Ed Sanocki
The present administration at
NYLS, proud of its record since
taking o,·er in 1973, claims that
many more changes are planned
for the not-too-distant future.
With the present efforts being
directed toward improving quality, the eventual goal is to make
this instiution a source of pride
for students, faculty, and alumni

The future offers even more;
immediate plans are designed to
strengthen l'-YLS in many diffe1·ent respects. Potential faculty members are constantly being
recruited from major law sc]1ools
throughout the U.S. as well as
th,; New York City area, which
provides a great pool of talent
for the adjunct faculty co1·ps.
The P ersonnel Committee, uuder

t

Alumni Association donated the new )loot Court Room
alike, while simultaneously attaining a high degree of respectability and prestige in the legal
community.
Dean Bearn, speaking for
the administration, slated that,
"Since 1973 the school bas become physically unrecognizable.
Now we are concerned with atmosphere. Quality makes a difference when attending a law
school, somewhat analogous to
crossing the Atlantic as a first
class passenger rather than being placed in 'storage.' " She
maintains that the changes which
have been made, as well as those
which are proposed, have a direct effect upon students' attitudes toward the study of law
and the legal profession. "Certainly pleasant surroundings and
better facilities are more conducive to student participation,"
the Dean stated. "Major alterations in the library and in the
Moot Court Room ha,·e undoubtedly sp1u-red interest in these
areas.''
While XYLS has produced
many fine graduates it can point
to with prid!>, Dean Bearn feels,
toward the fact that now the
school is better equipped to offer
its students a good legal education. With an expanding faculty,
curriculum, and library, those
presently enrolled have a wealth
of knowledge available to them.

EQUITAS
New York Law School
67 Worth Street
New York, New York 10013

the chairpersonship of Prof. Milton Silverman, is in charge of
these operations, and they are
continually on the lookout for
quality pt!ople who could do even
more to improve and diversify the
present staff.
Additions to the curriculum
are also being contemplated. The
Curriculum Committee, under the
dil-ection of chairpe1·son Prof.
Joseph Koffler, is contemplating
many advances. Presently in the
planning stage are "sequence
courses" in the fields of Taxation, Labor Law, and Securities.

This would enable a student to
progress from a fundamental level to a more advanced state of
knowledge i n the area he or she
c,hooses. In addition, a two year
schedule is being created which
would allow the upper class to
p1an then· electiYes literally
years in advance, quite unlike
the present s ystem of selecting
courses just before the beginning
of each semester. Beyond this,
the clinical prog1·ams, already
proving to be very beneficial,
are due for further expansion.
Dean Bearn pointed out that
physical changes, greatly emphasized over the past f ew years,
will continue to be a focal pofot
of the administration. Designs
already in progress include the
complete renovation of the fifth
flool" at 47 Worth Street, the end
result culminating in an "Alumni-Faculty Conference Area"
providing more offices, a faculty dining room, and a studio
apartment for visiting professors and lecturers. Long-rnnge
programs, although speculative,
seem very promising with the
possibility of a "Law Ce11ter" being built on the property next
to 47 Worth Street. Simultaneously, the entil'e building at 57
Worth Street would be converted
into a "Legal Research Complex." Meanwhile, the present library will continue to expand
and improve with the addition
of more volumes to the stacks
and the implementation of a
revised numbering system for the
card catalogue.
As the Dean pointed out, these
ideas merely "scratch the surface to the changes contemplated at NYLS: "The people dfrecting these programs are imagina•
tive and creative, possessing an
enormous amount of energy.''
What we have seen thus far is
merely a face-lift; the future entails a major oYerhaul.

Students make use of the recently established Frossell Library
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